
Free Rescheck Web Is Online (Printable PDF)
Just a quick update as we moved through the day today having Rescheck Web down a majority of the 
day.  Rescheck Web has now been brought back live so if you have any IECC 2018 Reschecks and 
IECC 2021 Reschecks that you need to complete it is now operating smoothly.
We wrote about the Rescheck Web Outage here earlier today
So now I have to complete a Rescheck that we had from earlier today so I am going to go to Rescheck 
Web and do that.  You can do so also here
Navigate to Rescheck Web
If you experience any other Rescheck outages some good solutions are to use Rescheck Desktop, but 
the main difference is that Rescheck Web includes more codes.  However, on days when an update 
takes place it can leave you without a way to obtain building permits.  It is however very familiar with 
software companies to have outages and updates that can take down service.  The Department of 
Energy does a fantastic job at keeping the updates short and delivering a lot of bang for the buck once 
the updates are complete.  We are about to dive into this latest update and we will keep you up to date 
on any of the latest Rescheck Software news as we use this newest rendition of Rescheck Web to create
a test Rescheck, or two.
How to Fix Rescheck Services Down Error
Thanks for Reading the Reschexpert blog as we help Do It Yourself Rescheckers create their own 
Reschecks.  If you need a Rescheck created we can do it.  It takes about 4-6 hours, we charge $79, and 
all we need is for you to email your plans, jobsite address, and square footage to service@rescheck.info
Related Links:
https://www.rescheck.info/2016/03/21/rescheck-report-for-additions/
https://www.rescheck.info/2018/03/12/simple-instructions-to-complete-a-rescheck-yourself/
https://www.rescheck.info/2020/06/24/entering-data-into-rescheck-web-rescheck-desktop-basic-
tutorial/
https://www.rescheck.info/zero-energy-ready-home/
 
 
 
 


